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Working updates
Despite a global pandemic we are focusing on our transnational
project developing various innovative material to be used by trainers
throughout Europe to engage with teaching languages through
Cooking and intercultural dialogue.

Training Guidelines on how to deliver the Course
We are currently working on two manuals that will give trainers
useful tips and strategies on how to deliver our LLCC language
course. Manual 1 is a guide to the delivery including adapting to
online teaching, Manual 2 is a supporting manual for supplementary
help and guidance.

Handbook on Healthy Eating Using Traditional Local Food
During a global pandemic it is especially important to keep a healthy
lifestyle. Our Handbook will provide useful tips on how to use
traditional local food for healthy cooking! With recipes and input from
all our partner countries, the Handbook will be useful for the
delivering process of our course!

Video-making for our training materials
To make our already developed training material even more
interactive, we are working right now on Introduction videos that will
introduce our four modules as part of the language course.

Preparations
for C1 training
How
to
organize
Transnational trainings
in pandemic times
The Covid-19 pandemic forces us to
adapt our transnational Train-theTrainer event in January to an online
meeting event.
Despite the fact that we will not have
the possibility to see each other, we are
giving our best to organize a useful and
engaging training course. We will test
our developed material and provide so
feedback that will serve for the course
held in each partner country.
The C1 training event with trainers and
staff members from all our partner’s will
take place from 12th to 15th January
every day from 10 to 14.

What is it all about?

Update

Our project in a nutshell:


We have created a new language
course combining cooking with
culture



We aim to empower trainers with new
and innovative training materials to
deliver an interactive course for
migrants and refugees



Innovative new training materials will
sharpen intercultural awareness and
language learning through the medium
of cookery



We have developed two manuals with
team building, integration exercises,
delivery techniques and lesson plans.
One Healthy Eating Handbook



On our Facebook site, we keep you updated
about our project’s progress, but inform you
also about delicious recipes, interesting food
facts from around the world and links to
attractive websites.
Follow us!

https://www.facebook.com/LanguageCookingCulture

We create an Online Resource
Toolbox of Lessons, Materials,
Guidance and Handbooks including
also interactive videos. Website:
http://languagecookingculture.eu/
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